Experim e nt a l leve ls of th e co nfi gurati ons (3d+4s)H4p in Mn t were co mpa re d with correspo ndin g ca lc ul at.ed va lu es. On fittin g 228 expe rim e nta l le ve ls by mea ns of 20 free para me te rs an rm s error of on Iy 170 Cm -I was obtain e d.
Introduction
Theoretical inves tigation s of odd configuration s for trebl y-a nd doubl y-ionized atoms of th e iron group have b een reported by the author [1 -4] 
The configura tion s (3d + 4s) "4p have also been considered previous ly for the arc s pectra of calcium, scandium, titanium , vanadium, and c hromium [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] The configuration s (d+S)6 p co mpri se 281 terms splitting into 777 levels_ In AEL [10] , th e experim e ntal data include 217 odd le vels of whic h 81 have ex perime ntal g-values_ -Since in th e paper of Catalan, Meggers and Garcia-Riquelme [11] , 49 additional odd levels and 83 additional g-values for the odd levels are given, it is used as our so urce for the ex perime ntal data_ .In this pape r, 47 odd terms splitting into 163 le vels are assigned to the configurations 3d 6 4p + 3d 5 4s4p , 27 For the oth e r interaction parame ters th e final values obtained [8] for C r I were used as initi al values h ere_
The initial value for the height of the configuration 3d 5 4 .,s4p was obtained from the 8 p te rm _ odd te rm s splitting into 72 le vel s are give n without configuration . assignments , and an additional 15 odd levels have no term designation s_ After exa minin g th e final parameters obtained for the first s pectra inves ti gated thus far [6] [7] [8] , it was e vident that onl y for th e parameters 3 B, B' , C, C' and a is it meanin gful to use lin ear extrapolati on in order to obtain the startin g values for Mn L Th e n , by neglecting the values of C and a for Sc I , we have initially *An invited pa pe r.
" Prese nt address: Depa rtmcnt of Math e mati cs . McGi ll Uni vI! rs il y. Montreal 110. Ca nada.
I Figures in bracke ts ind ic ate lit erature refe re nces at th e end of thi s paper. 2 The rea d e r is referre d l o these papers fo r a n ex pl anati on of th e me thod used , nota tion , an d s ignifica nce of t he va riou s paramete rs. The num eri cal values of al l level s an d parame ters a re in e m -I. : .I Unp rimed paramete rs re fer to th e configu rat ion 3d64p, prim ed parame ters 10 3d~4s4p . and doub ly prim ed parame1c rs to 3d '4s1 4p.
From refe re nces [12] a nd [13] 4
Thus , from (1) A' =61730 (3) The initial value for the height of 3d 6 4p was obtained from the term (5 D) 6D_ The interaction [13] of this term with the terms:
equ a ls 3V2 (K-j)
4D (5D) 6D equals -V70(H+ [K-j]/I0)
4F(5F)6D equ a ls
2V7 (K-j)

5
The diagonal matrix ele me nt for th e electrosta ti c interaction [12 , 13] 
of d 6 (5 D )p(iD is A -21B -7F2 + 6a_
4 Sec the appe ndix of thi s paper fo r the th eore ti cal term des ignat ions.
However, since the matrices on tape for d 6 p were those of Ishidzu and Obi [14] we had, in addition, a contribution of -lOCt -35G3 (see sections 3, 4 [13] ). Then, since (5D)z 6D c.G . =41950, we obtain by using second-order perturbation theory From the previously determined values of the other parameters we obtain A=61800 (5) Since in V I and Cr I [7] [8] , the results were greatly improved by considering the configuration 3d" -2 4s 2 4p and its interactions with 3d n -1 4s4p and 3d"4p, a similar investigation was attempted for Mn I. Racah and Shadmi [15] found that the parameter D", the difference between the weighted averages of the terms 3d n -2 4s 2 and 3d" -1 4s in the second spectra of the iron group, was a linear function of the atomic number with a quadratic correction. By using the values of The expressions (7), (8) , and (9) of reference [7] must be modified for the complementary configurations. The matrices of B, C, and a for the configurations dnp, d" -ISp , and d"-2 S 2 p are equal to the corresponding matrices of the complementary configurations d lO -n S2 p, dll -nSp, and d I2 -lI p, respectively [13J Also, the matrices of G~s and G;s for d" -ISp are equal to the corresponding matrices of dll -nSp. As the weighted average of the terms of d~!p is given by M(d~p)~M(d~S2p)=Fo + (G I + 7/2G 3 ) , as given in eq (6) of reference [16] , we obtain by comparing with eqs (9), (8) , and (7) of [7] :
9(K _])2 A -21B-7F2 -10G t -35G3 +6a-
For the configuration d 5 sp, when d 5 is considered as comprising five electrons, eq (8), [7] should be used to obtain the center of gravity of the configuration, whereas for d 5 consisting of five holes in the d-shell, eq (7) is the appropriate expression. As expected, the ' two values differ by -lOG I -35G3 , [13] .
By assuming that the parameters of the three configurations are in arithmetic progression, we obtain from eq (9), [7] (10)
Since in the calculation of the matrices for the configurations (d + s) 6p , the configuration d 5 sp was considered as five holes in the d-shell we obtain from (8) .
M'(d 5 sp) =69420
Thus from (6), (10) , (11) , and (5)
A"=87270
Results and Discussion (11) (1~) Four iterations were required to reach convergence of the diagonalization and the least squares procedures. ( 1 Finally the parameter values varied by less than their standard deviations.
The effect of 13 here was even smaller than for Cr I, , [8] . When 13 was allowed to change freely, the rms error was 167 cm-I with
With 13 eliminated, the rms error remained at 167 cm -I.
In the least-squares solution of the final iteration in the "uniform treatment" 5 (see ref.
[6]), 67 experimental terms splitting into 219 levels anq 9 unclassified odd levels were inserted to yield an rms error of only 170 cm -I. The experimental and calculated values of the levels and g-factors obtained from the final leastsquares solution of the uniform treatment, are compared in The three high experime ntal te rm s z 2K, x 21 and v 2 H are above 68500, and were not included in the least-squares solution_ It is doubtful to which corresponding theore tical term s they should be assigned, and , in addition, 5 of these 6 le vels are given with question marks [11] . Below 68500 the following 16 levels were not included: The calculated levels of (5D)x sp are on the average higher by 750 than the experimental levels of x sp. Most, or all of thi s differe nce can be attributed to the interaction betwee n 3d 6 (a 5D)4p x sp and 3d 5 4s(a 7S) 5p w s P, since th e difference between the unperturbed terms x sp and w 6p is ve ry small. Since this interaction was not considered explicitly here, the levels of x sp have not bee n inserted.
Below 62000 fi ve 4 P terms are predicted while six experimental terms Z4p, y4P, X4P, w 4 P, v 4 P , and u 4 p are given , [11] . The lower terms Z4p, y4P, and x 4p corresponded very closely to the theoretical terms with the same designations. The others were not inserted until the least-squares solution of the last iteration. Then, it became apparent that the superfluou s term is w 4 P. Moreover, by noting the experimental values of the terms 3d 5 4s(a 7S)4p Z8p, 3d 5 4s(a 7 S)5p y8P and 3d 5 4s(a 5 S)4p Z4p, by assuming that the values of the parameters for (3d + 4s) s5p are about half of those for (3d + 4s) (;4p, and by performing a calculation similar to that of w 5 P of erI (see ref. [7] ), the term 3d 5 4s(a 5 S)5p 4P is predicted at the height of 55500, i.e., about the same as w 4 P. Thus w 4 p should be assigned as 3d 5 
The only term to which the levels y 2J could conceivably be assigned is 4Fe P)6 G with deviations of about -400cm -I. However, as the experimental levels y21 are based on combinations which include doublets, [11] , they were not assigned to 6G. The level x 2 H s,/, could conceivably be fitted to the predicted level 2J(3PFIs1i,. Howe ver, rathe r than break up the term x 2H with thi s doubtful assignment. both levels have been neglected.
None of th e 15 mi scellaneo us odd levels was used in the least-sq uares calculation until the last ite ration. The six levels listed as ite m 5 above, did not have corres ponding ex perimental le vels to which they could be assigned.
The following changes in assignment have been made.
In the changes 1, 2, and 18 the theoretical assignments of the core (d+S)6 did not correspond to the experimental assignments. However, in each case the theoretical eigenfunctions contained, also, a considerable mixture (20%-30%) of the experimental term.
The eigenfunctions of the levels of (A 3P)4D, (A 3F)4D, and (A 3P)2D are mixed quite strongly. When the levels of these three terms were fitted so that the experimental and theoretical designations corresponded, the deviations were very high (600-700). After several variations, taking into consideration the deviations of the levels, the correspondence of the g-factors and the splitting of the terms, it was found that with the changes 3, 4, 5 , 6, and 7, the most favorable results were obtained.
It is apparent that the levels of w 4G could not be assigned to a theoretical term 4G (see Changes 13 and 14 were performed since the levels of y 2F and x 2F could not be assigned to theoretical terms 2F, and furthermore, the theoretical terms eG)4G and A2F(3P)4G had until then no corresponding experimental levels.
By using the changes 15 and 16, not only are the deviations for NFep)4G and eH)2H lower, but also the splitting of the experimental levels correspond well to the intervals between the experimental levels assigned to these two terms. Originally, the levels of w 6D were assigned to the theoretical term with the same designation. However, the average deviation then was over 600, whereas from the change 17, the average deviation for the levels of 4F(3P)6F becomes only 101. In addition , the four unclassified odd levels at 63584,63524,63546, and 63375 can now be assigned to the theoretical levels 4F(3P)6D 3 /2, 5/2,7 /2,912 with an average deviation of only 63.
The theoretical term 2D nearest to the experimental term w 2D is A 2Fep)2D at 67500. Thus, the levels w 2D were assigned to 4p(, P)4D 3 /2, 5/2. Although the deviations are 322 for both levels, the experimental g-factor of 1.30 for w 2D5 /2 corresponds closely to the calculated g-factor of 1.366 for 4P(IP)4D 5/2.
The experimental terms x 2G and u 2G could not be assigned to theoretical 2G terms (see Table   2 below indicates how the 9 unclassified odd levels inserted were assigned.
It was ascertained that each of the 9 unclassified odd levels is based upon at least 3 combinations with even levels [11] . It should be emphasized that all those levels whose experimental and theoretical assignments did not correspond, as well as the unclassified levels, were not inserted into the least-squares calculation until the parameters were determined by the other levels (whose assignments were not questioned).
For 25 of the 27 experimental terms given without configuration assignments [11] , the theoretical assignments are given in table A in the appendix (y 21 and I x 2H were not inserted). Below 68300 (the limit of the experimental data inserted) there are 326 predicted levels. Thus excluding w 6p, there are 95 theoretical levels without corresponding experimental levels to assign to them. The lowest of these are the levels of 4G(3P)3G and 4G(3P)6H at around 46000. It is hoped that the present theoretical investigation will provide a stimulus for further experimental work on this very complex spectrum.
In . The e ntries in the columns "J" , "Obs. Level em -I" , "Calc. Level e m-I", "Obs. g" and "Calc. g", are self-
Whenever the experimental and calculated term designations differ, the experim ental designation is entered in the column "CMG" (Catalan , Meggers, Garcia-Riquelme , [11] ) with the notatio n of C. E. Moore, [10] . In many instances the exc han ges involve complete terms rather than isolated levels. Unless specified otherwise, the entries in the column "CMG" pertain to exchanges in terms.
The column "O-C" gives the difference between the observed and calculated values of the levels.
The entries are in increasing energy of the calculated terms. 
